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INTRODUCTION

This report covers the main activities by the Sekretariat Keadilan & Perdamaian (SKP) over the year 2001. The report is meant to be communicated to the various organisations with whom SKP is working, or which are supporting SKP. 

Since its inception (July 1998) SKP has been set up as an integral part of the Diocese Office in Jayapura. Nowadays SKP has three staff members: Theo van den Broek ofm, Budi Hernawan ofm and Frederika Korain. Since September 2001 a trainee has joined in for the period of a year (Rudolf Kambayong ofm). SKP works formally and judicially under the direct responsibility of the Bishop of Jayapura, Mgr. Dr. Leo Laba Ladjar ofm.

In this report we will report on a variety of activities SKP has been involved in over the year. We will dwell on five aspects, as follows:

	I	Reporting on Human Rights Violations
	II	Socialization of insight into problems 
	III 	Special activities
IV	Efforts towards solutions
V	Participation in a larger network


I	REPORTING ON HUMAN RIGHTS VIOLATIONS

Situational setting
The year 2001 was marked by some dominant events, such as: the effort by the government to articulate the contents of ‘Special Autonomy’ for Papua; a number of violent incidents, culminating in the abduction and slaying of one of the main Papuan leaders, Theys Eluay; the failure of efforts to get previous incidents handled by the judiciary; a drawn out court case related to prominent members of the Presidium of the Papuan Council (PDP); the increasing deployment of security forces in the area; and influential developments at the national level (including the impeachment of President Abdurrahman Wahid, and the nomination of Megawati Sukarnoputri as the new President). 

Whereas 1999 and the first half of 2000 saw a period of growing tolerance towards freedom of opinion and expression, including the raising of the Papuan flag, the second half of 2000 and the year 2001 have seen the inverse trend. In other words, 2001 shows an intensification of intolerance and continuous efforts to paralyze the Papuan movement for freedom. This trend has led to the use of violence on all sides, by the security forces as well as by the Papuan community, or ‘its representatives.’ The most violent expression has materialized at Wasior and its surroundings (Manokwari district), at Jayapura (during Special Autonomy conference in GOR), at Timika (Kali Kopi), in the Merauke district (the violent deaths of Willem Onde and John Tumin),  in the Ilaga district (arbitrary pursuit of TPN / OPM supporters by the security forces), at Kimaam (arbitrary killing of protesters), at Betaf (disappearance), and in the very shocking assassination of Papuan leader, Theys Eluay (Jayapura).

Reporting 
In line with our considerations put forward in the annual report of 2000, SKP has given lesser priority to reporting as such. Throughout 2001 reporting on the main events of human rights violations has been done by various organizations (often in mutual cooperation). SKP has not explicitly reported on the events of 2001 on its own, but has played an important role in the research and reporting of the Wamena case (October 2000); Report on Wamena: “Peristiwa Tragedi Kemanusiaan Wamena 6 Oktober 2000. Sebelum dan Sesudahnya,” an investigative report by Tim Kemanusiaan Wamena under the coordination of SKP, January 2001, 109 pages. as well as the Abepura case (December 2000), in which it took a very active part in the official investigation of the case (by KPP HAM Abepura) under the supervision of the National Committee for Human Rights. Report on Abepura: “Ditemukan 3 Mayat Warga Papua di Rumah Sakit Jayapura, Aparat Keamanan Masih Melakukan Penangkapan dan Penyiksaan”, a preliminary report by ElsHAM, 8 December 2000. Major reports published by partner organizations should be mentioned in order to complete the picture: on Wasior (August) by ElsHAM, Report on Wasior: “Kejahatan Kemanusiaan Dibalik Operasi Penyisiran dan Penumpasan di Wasior, Manokwari,” a preliminary report by ElsHAM, 22 August 2001. on Betaf (August) by Sinode GKI at Papua, Report on Betaf: “Laporan Hasil Investigasi tentang Kasus Hilangnya Humbertus Wresman Warga Takar-Betaf, Kecamatan Pantai Timur, Jayapura,” by Bidang Hukum & HAM Sinode GKI di Tanah Papua, 3 August 2001. on the assassination of Theys Eluay (November) by three NGOs. Preliminary Report on Theys case: “The abduction and assassination of Theys Hiyo Eluay was premeditated and politically motivated,” by ElsHAM, LBH and Kontras, 13 December 2001. 

In addition to this detailed reporting, SKP has facilitated a number of reactions/appeals by church- and religious leaders, including [1] responding to the increase of violence in Papua, and attempting to make all parties involved aware of the danger of the senseless use of violence Various appeals: [1] Appeal for a cessation of violence in Papua, by Church leaders, 14 June 2001, and [2] Appeal to stop violence in Papua, by Catholic Church leaders, 16 November 2001.; and [2] responding to the need for justice to be done, including the need for independent investigation of incidents. Various appeals: [1] Letter to the Governor of Papua concerning the refugees in Vanimo; signed by the four bishops of Papua; 16 February 2001. [2] Letter to the chief of the police of the Indonesian Republic concerning the protection of witnesses in the Theys-case, and demanding an independent investigation; signed by three church leaders in Papua (Catholic Church, GKI, GKII), 16 November 2001. [3] Letter to the National Commission for Human Rights; demanding an independent investigation into the Theys-case; signed by all religious leaders in Papua; 24 November 2001. [4] Letter to the National Commission for Human Rights voicing the unacceptability of the investigation team proposed by the Commission; signed by all the religious leaders in Papua; 4 December 2001. [5] Letter to the President, Megawati Sukarnoputri, demanding the formation of an investigation team with full authority (KPP HAM) and independent, which means leaving out representatives from the police or army; signed by all religious leaders in Papua; 22 December 2001.

A short special report has been written by SKP dealing with the manner in which PT Freeport has handled the achievement of an mou (Memorandum of Understanding) concerning the use of Lake Wanagon to dump the overburdens of its mining activity “MoU Cekungan Wanagon”, a report on the process and contents of an agreement forced onto the local communities by PT Freeport; 21 February 2001.. This matter involved an agreement between the company and the local communities, as demanded by the Indonesian Ministry for Environment.  SKP has correctly questioned the mou from the point of view of whether it is based on sufficient and open dialogue that shows due respect for the local way of understanding and the manner in which the community normally deals with very important future-determining issues. Although PT Freeport has acknowledged the correctness of the report, it has reacted to it very casually, if at all.

Reporting and what next?
Reporting on human rights violations remains an important activity of the SKP program, even while other organizations (especially ElsHAM, Kontras and LBH) are also available – and sometimes better equipped – to do this part of the job. But it looks like the contribution by SKP is still needed. We are aware as well of the fact that the impact of the reports is often disappointing. Reported violations are often not followed up by legal processing by the competent authorities. Forcing these institutions to accept their responsibilities is beyond the reach of non-governmental organizations. Thus reporting as such seems not to be enough.

The “socializing” of the reports, especially in local and national circles, is still a problem. It seems too simple to believe that reports reach the most important parties as soon as they have been released via e-mail or on the Internet. Through these important media we reach a variety of organizations and institutions, but fail to reach the average community member in a satisfying way. We think that we should focus much more on spreading the information locally, which includes the communities in the inland. It has to be admitted that this aspect of “socializing” has still to be worked on by all parties.

SKP is also aware of the fact that reporting is an important way to bring the truth into the open; as such it is essential, but it should be complemented by other activities and fields of attention if we intend to restore social and individual justice, and help people to overcome their bitter and often traumatic experiences. Some aspects of these other essential fields of attention we will dwell on shortly in the following sections. 


II	“SOCIALISATION” OF INSIGHT INTO PROBLEMS

The socio-political situation in Indonesia generally and especially also the situation in Papua have been very complicated over the last year. It is not surprising that this complexity means that the developments are hardly understood by a large part of the population. This is especially true for people outside the main urban centres, particularly in the highlands and remote coastal areas. SKP has met with that condition over and over while visiting the inlands of Papua. Consequently throughout 2001, SKP has been involved in several efforts to “socialize” its understanding of the developments.

Meetings / reflections
As the church-circle is SKP’s primary formal setting, it might be understood as normal that the church cadre has been an important target group in 2001. Chronologically the involvement of SKP on this level can be pictured as follows: 
In January, SKP participated in a workshop on Human Rights organized by the Diocese of Sorong. 
	Also in January, SKP participated in a workshop organized by the Diocese of Agats. This workshop was especially interesting as it gave room to a free exchange of opinions and feelings between church institutions and governmental institutions.

	In February, SKP participated in a workshop for staff members of the four Catholic Dioceses in Papua, held in Merauke. Paper presented by SKP on that occasion: “Bagaimana kita sebagai Gereja di Tanah Papua menempatkan diri dalam situasi konflik dan kekerasan”, 4 February 2001.

	In April, SKP participated in a second workshop organized by the Diocese of Agats.

	In May, SKP organized a training course in trauma counseling for participants from the four Dioceses of Papua.

	During a visit to Merauke in December, SKP dialogued intensively with its sister organization, SKP Merauke.


The contribution of SKP during these meetings has been to help participants to analyze and understand what is happening, what the main developments and trends are, and to reflect on what kind of solution would be acceptable and how the church might contribute to it. Within this context SKP has formulated its main analysis in a paper (see footnote 9), which attempts to provide insight into the local and national situation at the beginning of the year. In addition, two papers have been produced by SKP that deal with the direction in which a solution might be found. Paper presented by SKP at UNHCR Regional Consultative Contingency Planning Workshop: “Some notes on the recent socio-political condition in Papua,” 24 July 2001, Jakarta. Another paper presented at the Conference Towards Better Peace Building Practice: “Papua nowadays, peace building and inter-religious cooperation,” 24-27 October 2001, Soesterberg, The Netherlands.

Courses on human rights
In the second half of 1999, SKP began to develop a course on Human Rights issues. This effort is connected to the need to build up a local circle of persons in various areas who can be instrumental in handling human rights issues. During 2001 SKP organized four substantial courses – two in the inland (Bilogai, Wamena), and two in Jayapura / Sentani – while follow-up training sessions were given to two partner groups in the Star Mountains area: 
19–24  March 2001, a course for a group of participants from the Moni district (Bilai, Bilogai, Homeo), held at Bilogai.
	22–30 May 2001, a training course for representatives from the four Dioceses in Papua, with a special focus on ‘trauma counseling,’ held in Sentani.

	20–25 August 2001, course for a group of participants from the Baliem Valley, held at Wamena.

	24–27 September 2001, a workshop organized in cooperation with Elsam Jakarta, with participants from the Jayapura Diocese, and focusing on discussing the actual situation of Papua (and Indonesia in general) and the contents of a future National Commission for Truth and Reconciliation. A similar course was jointly organized by SKP Jayapura/Elsam Jakarta together with SKP Merauke on 1–4 October 2001.

	25–28 October at Abmisibil (Okbibab-group) and 29–31 October 2001 at Mabilabol (Oksibil-group), follow-up training sessions in the Star Mountains.


Although SKP had offered to give special priority to the Paniai area in 2001 – in response to the suggestion made in a pastoral meeting in that area a year before – no initiative or request has reached SKP in 2001. This lack of response has left special room on the agenda of SKP to react to other demands. Still it is a bit amazing that the initial demand (made in July 2000) in the Paniai area to give more attention to human rights matters didn’t materialize in concrete requests for help in 2001, although the support was offered clearly and room was made on the SKP agenda in case such a request was addressed to SKP.

The contents of the course have not been very different from 1999 and 2000, although a number of adjustments have been made continuously. Roughly put, the main elements of the course (for a minimal, full 4-day workshop) deal with [1] a general understanding of Human Rights; [2] an understanding of developments in Papua in relation to human rights issues as they are perceived locally; [3] capacity-building in reporting on human rights abuses; [4] reflection on ways to move towards solutions; and [5] human rights issues specifically related to gender.  Having a female staff member [who has also trained in law] on board at SKP enabled us to expand our attention to gender issues during the training courses in 2001.

As it was with the trend we had set the year before in the Star Mountains, the courses in Bilogai and Wamena have resulted in the formation of local work groups in the districts where the courses have been held. In addition to the three groups in the Star Mountains, we have now a fourth one in the Moni district, and a fifth in Wamena (Jayawijaya district). These groups slowly begin to function as ‘a watch dog’ on the spot and as ‘a partner in the field’ for SKP. 

As a matter of follow-up, two groups in the Star Mountains have been visited and given additional training during two short courses in October 2001. A third group, the Kiwirok group, could not be reached because of transport difficulties. It became clear that this kind of additional training (and evaluation meetings) have to be programmed regularly in order to keep people motivated and to help them to overcome technical as well as other internal problems.

Yearbook
One important element on SKP’s agenda for 2001 that should be mentioned within the context of ‘socialization’ of insights is the planned composition and publishing of a yearbook on events in 2000 (a similar book for 1999 appeared in print at the beginning of 2001). Over the year SKP progressed with work on this yearbook, which is intended to give a summary of events in 2000 as well as some brief analyses of the main elements/trends that can be read from the events reported on. Once again a shortage of time and staff has resulted in an unfortunate delay in publishing the yearbook. Nonetheless we are happy to note that the publication will be available at the very beginning of 2002. “Memoria Passionis di Papua; Kondisi Hak Asazi manusia dan gerakan Aspirasi Merdeka: gambaran 2000,” January 2002, Jakarta. 

Other articles responding to immediate issues have been published, [1] “Papua, Ke Mau Kemanah?”, in Tifa Papua, March 2001, Th. 45, No. 07 and 08. [2] “Perkara Abepura 7 Desember 2000: masih ‘KJ’”, published in the weekly JUBI,10 December 2001. [3] “Kasus Theys: pelanggaran HAM?”, distributed in December 2001 to various media; and published by JUBI, 18 January 2002. and a rather detailed article on ‘Special Autonomy’ is currently being printed.


III 	SPECIAL ACTIVITIES

During 2001 SKP was involved in a handful of activities that were not a part of its initial work program. Although these activities presented a real threat to the work program as planned, we considered the urgency and importance of SKP’s involvement necessary, and so we responded as the need arose.

Involvement in the KPP HAM Abepura
In October 2000 a new law was passed (UU No. 26), opening up the possibility that serious human rights violations could be taken to a special court. Accordingly a special Human Rights Court was set up in Makassar for this very purpose. This new law gave full authority to the National Commission for Human Rights (NCHR) to organize a fully fledged investigation into a case, and to hand over the investigation report to the Attorney-General for a decision on whether a final court case would be initiated. 

Based on this new development, several institutions, including the churches, urged the NCHR to set up an official investigation team to address the Abepura incident of 7 December 2000. Apart from being a bloody incident in itself, the Abepura case was marked as well by an aftermath of full-scale violence, involving in particular uncontrolled police actions, and including detaining people at random, beatings (leading to death), intimidation, and the spreading of fear especially among mountain-people in Jayapura and surrounding areas. Although there was massive protest at the police behaviour, nobody seemed capable of stopping them. The same kind of arrogant and arbitrary behaviour was displayed again in the aftermath of the Wasior incident six months later (June 2001), and again later in the year in Ilaga (October 2001).

In the face of this situation the call for an independent investigation was strong, Among others, by the Church-leaders in Papua: “Seruan kepada Komisi Nasional HAM,” 16 December 2000. and in the end the NCHR agreed to set up the requested investigation. SKP was asked to take an active part in this investigation, which in practical terms meant that one of its staff members (Br Budi) was ‘away from the office’ for nearly three full months. It turned out to be a difficult job, yet worth the effort, and a strong investigation report KPP HAM investigation report: “Laporan Akhir Komisi Pelanggaran Hak Asasi Manusia (KPP HAM) Papua/Irian Jaya,” 8 May 2001. has been handed over to the Attorney General. It is a frustrating fact that the report is still on the Attorney General’s desk till today. 

Being involved in the process has provided us with quite some insight into the quality and way of working of the NCHR (and other important circles in Jakarta). To say the least, the experience hasn’t strengthened our confidence in the National Commission, and indeed this guided our actions at the end of the year when once again we found ourselves pushing for an independent investigation team (this time to have the Theys Eluay murder case investigated).

Involvement in the supporting committee for special autonomy
Over the first months of the year the Papua government together with a team from  Cenderawasih University were involved in articulating a concept of ‘special autonomy’ for the regency. It was a controversial effort, as the Papuan community had voiced its dissatisfaction with the idea of ‘special autonomy’ from the very moment it had been offered. The Papuan community viewed the offer as an effort by the government to weaken or even to discourage completely the independence movement. On one hand, independence supporters have often presented ‘special autonomy’ as the opposite to its aspirations, thereby creating a very strong polarization. On the other hand, it must be said as well that a certain degree of autonomy would be introduced anyway, nationwide, by 1 January 2001. Consequently the Governor of Papua opted to make the very best out of it.

In order to support the effort made by the University team, the governor nominated a number of persons as members of a ‘steering committee,’ whose purpose was to evaluate and direct the work done by the team. The committee included a number of private institutions and non-governmental organizations. The governor nominated the members without any prior request for their agreement. SKP (Br Theo) was included in the list of members, and after ample consideration SKP decided to accept the challenge, aware of the fact that autonomy would be urged anyway, and that some input from outside might help the University team to bring the concept closer to the real aspirations of the Papuan community.  Another consideration for SKP was the fact that for the first time, there was an opportunity to bring the Papuan people’s aspirations officially to the public national forum; and, equally importantly, the process would automatically commit a vital part of the society; i.e. the group of intellectuals, the regional House of Representatives (DPRD) and a score of civil servants. Up till now this section of the Papuan community didn’t really take part in any open discussion related to the people’s aspirations.

The work had to be done within two months. The final draft of the ‘special autonomy’ concept that was handed in by the University team and approved by the regional house of representatives (DPRD) in Papua might be valued as an important document reflecting the Papuan community’s aspirations in a rather fair and open way. A lot has been changed in the process towards its approval by the central government (national House of Representatives – DPR-RI), yet through the very process of articulating the concept of ‘special autonomy’ a lot has been gained as well. 

As the Special Autonomy issue continues to keep the community busy and tends to divide it into opposing parties, SKP has decided to publish a reflection on the issue. A special paper we have written on the process and its final results was made available to a workshop in Sydney in mid-December 2001. Being invited to that workshop, and having cancelled SKP’s participation because of too much activity in Papua itself,  we have contributed a paper: “Recent developments in Papua; the Special Autonomy issue; its process and results”, by Theo van den Broek, December 2001. An Indonesian version will be available as a printed booklet by mid-January 2002. The main purpose of the paper is to contribute to the dynamic needed to overcome the polarization of Autonomy supporters and Independence supporters, which has been paralyzing any dialogue or united action by the Papuan community. The paper tries to emphasise that autonomy is a part of a possible solution, and shouldn’t be handled as an opposite to the call for freedom / independence.

Involvement in the release of two Belgian hostages
Another special incident that demanded quite some time and energy was the hostage-taking incident in Ilaga. Two Belgian tourists were taken hostage on 7 June 2001, and released on 16 August 2001 after negotiations over a couple of weeks. At the request of the local Papuan community in Ilaga, the main negotiations were made by Br Theo and Pdt Benny Giay. It has been an intensive personal experience to be involved in that process and once again it has been a confrontation with the history of suffering of a local community, which longs so much for respect and freedom. Although any hostage-taking activity never can be accepted as a means to underscore rightful demands, it should be recognized that the understanding of its background helps a lot in judging in a fair way on an action which as such violates basic values.

While the whole incident was finalized in a peaceful way, and security was promised to all the parties involved, it is a fact that just six weeks later the area became once more a battle-field, claiming several victims and resulting once again in the local Papuan community being harassed and chased by the security forces. SKP is still investigating the incident and plans to produce a detailed report soon.

Involvement in some staff-training efforts
In its work program for 2001, SKP had made room for efforts to stimulate the start of an SKP in the other three dioceses in Papua. To that end, SKP made visits to Agats, Sorong and Merauke, and at a later stage invited potential staff for these new SKP branches to work with SKP Jayapura for a period of one month, as a kind of on-the-job training. This service has been provided to one staff member of the Agats Diocese, as well as the Sorong Diocese, while the Merauke Diocese has been in close contact with SKP Jayapura in setting up its SKP office. 

For the time being it can be said that SKP Merauke officially began on 1 July 2001, while SKP Agats has been active since November 2001. A potential staff member for an SKP in Sorong finished his training just before the end of the year, hence it is still too early to report on further developments over there. As to SKP Jayapura itself, one of its staff members (Rika Korain) undertook a two-month intensive English language course in Adelaide (Australia), returning to the office in late December 2001.


IV	EFFORTS TOWARDS SOLUTIONS

In former SKP annual reports we have already mentioned how important it is to look for future solutions. Exposing human rights violations is just one side of the mission SKP stands for; another is the effort to search for answers. It is our deep conviction that exposing problems/violations without a commitment to finding a solution is an odd activity and risks being very counterproductive. On one hand, exposure as such is a necessary part, as any solution must start from a keen understanding and recognition of what is really happening. On the other hand, exposure risks making the perpetrators more defensive, or worse, more aggressive, especially when no way is offered to cope with the problems or the wrong that has been done.

Over the last year this conviction has been only strengthened, and SKP has been involved in a couple of workshops dealing with the issue of peace building. [1] Workshop in Jakarta organised by the UNHCR, July 2001: “UNHCR Regional Consultative Contingency Planning Workshop”; [2] Workshop in Yogyakarta organised by CRS, August 2001; and [3] Workshop in Soesterberg, The Netherlands organised by the European Centre for Conflict Transformation, October 2001, “Conference towards better Peace Building Practice”. The more we reflect on the peace-building issue the more its complexity is exposed. SKP still struggles to find out how its role in peace building can be developed and become a more dominant aspect in its work. Over the last year we have been passing on a translation of a book by Bishop Desmond Tutu, “No future without forgiveness” in a translation by Triyoga Dharma Utami, “Tiada masa depan tanpa pengampunan”, CISCORE, January 2001, Solo. ISBN 979-95741-02-2. but that will reach only a limited circle of people.

We have been also involved very actively in facilitating a number of appeals by religious leaders to call for peaceful actions and to stop the use of violence. But probably still more important is the recent initiative by SKP to get the religious leaders (Christian as well as Muslim leaders) to sit together with members of the Presidium The Presidium (PDP) is the main leading board in the Papua movement nowadays. (Board of the Papuan Council) to discuss the situation in Papua and the ways open for solutions. Two important meetings were held on, respectively, 30 November and 20 December 2001.  Although looking at matters from a different perspective, a common base has been articulated in the value of “creating a condition of peace”, or more operationally formulated: “to free the community from any form of oppression and violence”. We value this fresh opening to a dialogue between the religious leaders in Papua and the Presidium as a very important one, and the main road to be developed over the year to come. The dialogue serves various aims: [1] it unites the religious leaders, hence might prevent the possibility that the political conflict will develop into a religious conflict; [2] it opens up the isolation of the Presidium by bringing in committed partners for discussion, who will respect each others’ opinion; [3] it might lead to more specific strategies, based on mutually shared values, which can be offered and “socialized” among a large part of the local community; and [4] it might help to end the paralyzing polarization among parts of the Papuan community itself. 

As we have indicated, we have made a start and the dialogue is still in a very delicate stage, but nevertheless it might be the most promising achievement over the last year when looked at from the ‘peace-building’ point of view.

However we have to admit as well that discussions towards peace are still often heavily overshadowed by discussions about the lack of justice and unresolved human rights violations. This fact might be understandable as so much emotion and bitter feelings have to be dealt with before there will be enough mental room for a more future-oriented dialogue.


V	PARTICIPATION IN A LARGER NETWORK

The mission SKP is involved in can’t be done without joining in with other people and organizations. Over the last year SKP has merely consolidated its network without giving it too much special attention, while information has been shared – mainly via e-mail (Internet) – with a wide range of interested people and organizations.

In Papua, cooperation with other human rights organizations (especially Els-HAM and LBH) and churches followed its normal pattern. Locally these are the most important institutions to work with. As mentioned above, over the last year we have made some special efforts to organize our own internal Catholic Church network in Papua; the effort seems to pay off, and will receive the needed attention in the future to strengthen the network as much as possible.

While still cooperating with various Christian churches or denominations – especially with the two main Protestant churches (GKI and GKII) – we are happy to report that over the past year the religious cooperation network has been enlarged by building up an initial practical work relation with leaders in the Islamic faith.  We value this development as very important, especially when keeping in mind that in other parts of Indonesia any social or political conflict easily turns (or has been actively turned!) into a conflict between religions. The chances for that kind of negative development or manipulation should be prevented wherever possible. 

Internationally SKP leaves it to accidental opportunities to build up its relationships. Visits abroad as well as those by visiting organizations to Papua are the main base for developing this aspect of the network. Over the last year, due to an opportunity to visit its main office in Geneva (12 October 2001), we have strengthened cooperation with Franciscans International and the Dominicans for Justice and Peace. This cooperation has resulted in a first instance of common action, in relation to the demand for an independent investigation team to be appointed to the case of the assassination of the Papuan leader, Theys Eluay. Press release / appeal by Franciscans International and the Dominicans for Justice and Peace, 22 December 2001. Other concrete steps have been taken in relation with Justitia et Pax in the Netherlands, which among others has resulted in making SKP publications available on their web site. See: http\\www.paxchristi.nl  (sub: INDONESIA).

CONCLUSION

The year 2001 started off in a very worrying atmosphere, especially after the bloody incidents in Wamena, Merauke and Abepura at the close of the previous year. As mentioned in the 2000 annual report, over the second half of that year we had witnessed a gradual decrease of freedom, culminating in some bloody events and the detention in jail of the main Papuan leaders on charges of subversion. The situation at the end of 2001 is as equally worrying, to say the least, as it was at the beginning of the year. Especially with regard to the assassination of one of the main Papuan leaders in November 2001 (which was preceded by another – that of Willem Onde – in September in the Merauke district) it has brought new and increasing fear and tension; and perhaps most of all, it has brought new uncertainty about the near future, as questions surrounding these murders remain unanswered. 

These ever changing and threatening circumstances challenge SKP to reflect constantly on its role and on the contribution to be made. On reflection, SKP has handled this challenge according to its capabilities as reported above, while aware of its shortcomings and the huge task still ahead.
 
Jayapura, January 2002			

Sdr. Theo van den Broek ofm
Director Office for Justice & Peace



